Revitalize water for gardens and landscapes / Improve mood and energy with negative ions / Calming sound of babbling water / Sustainably built with green materials / Easy and efficient to install and operate

ASHDOWN

A subtle play of water movement that wells up gently in the center, the water then flows out to perform the figure-eight movement in each of the three sets of petals. The water then curves over a rising edge, creating an oscillating curtain of water as it smoothly falls away. The Ashdown lends itself to enclosed spaces such as courtyards or small gardens and, given its tactile nature, is especially suitable for medical and therapeutic settings as well as elementary school play areas.

Standard Colors

- Bone
- Marsh Green
- Coco
- Portland Grey
- Latte

Diameter: 34 1/2"
Height: 6"
Weight: 187 lbs.
Optimal Flow Rate: 17 gpm
Price: $650

Custom colors available with an additional charge